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Abstract
Edge computing is a recent computing paradigm that brings
cloud services closer to the client. Among other features, edge
computing offers extremely low client/server latencies. To
consistently provide such low latencies, services need to run
on edge nodes that are physically as close as possible to their
clients. Thus, when a client changes its physical location, a
service should migrate between edge nodes to maintain prox-
imity. Differently from cloud nodes, edge nodes are built with
CPUsof different Instruction SetArchitectures (ISAs), hence a
server program natively compiled for one ISA cannotmigrate
to another. This hinders migration to the closest node.
We introduce H-Container, which migrates natively-com-
piled containerized applications across compute nodes featur-
ing CPUs of different ISAs. H-Container advances over exist-
ing heterogeneous-ISA migration systems by being a) highly
compatible – no source code nor compiler toolchain modifi-
cations are needed; b) easily deployable – fully implemented
in user space, thus without anyOS or hypervisor dependency,
and c) largely Linux compliant – canmigrate most Linux soft-
ware, including server applications and dynamically linked
binaries. H-Container targets Linux, adopts LLVM, extends
CRIU, and integrates with Docker. Experiments demonstrate
that H-Container adds no overhead on average during pro-
gram execution, while between 10ms and 100ms are added
during migration. Furthermore, we show the benefits of H-
Container in real scenarios, proving for example up to 94%
increase in Redis throughput when unlocking heterogeneity.
CCSConcepts: •Computersystemsorganization→Het-
erogeneous (hybrid) systems; • Software and its engi-
neering→Operating systems.
Keywords: Edge, Heterogeneous ISA, Containers, Migration
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1 Introduction
Edge computing [73, 75] is an emerging computing paradigm
that advocates moving computations typically performed by
centralized cloud computing services onto distributed com-
pute nodes physically closer to the end user or data produc-
tion source – at the edge. In addition to relieving the data
center from compute load, and the network from data traffic,
edge servers’ physical proximity to clients ensures the lowest
latencies. Thus, edge computing’s application domains are
plentiful: mobile computation offload, failure resilience, IoT
privacy [35, 73], real-time analytics [30, 57], cognitive assis-
tance [74], just-in-time instantiation [59], gaming [14, 27], etc.
In this context, the need for runtime software migration
betweenmachines has been identified as a critical feature [30,
35, 57, 61, 85]. Software applications may need to migrate be-
tween edge nodes for numerous reasons: following a mobile
user to maintain low-latency, offloading congested devices,
proactively leaving a node that may fail in a near future, etc.
Although stateless applications can be easily restarted be-
tweennodes, statefulonesgenerallycannot– theymust imple-
ment persistence support (cf. Redis), which requires (costly)
application-specific software rewriting, thus migration is a
better option as it support any application. Moreover, studies
have shownmigration to be faster than restarting [50, 68].
Differently from the cloud, computers at the edge arewildly
heterogeneous [31, 41, 51, 85], ranging frommicro/nano/pico
clusters [22,67,87] to routingdevices [59,62,82].They include
from server to embedded computers with CPUs of diverse
Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs): not only x86 [42], but
also ARM [38, 49, 52], with other ISAs announced [37, 77, 91].
This heterogeneity was recognized by major software play-
ers, such as Docker, which now support multi-ISA deploy-
ments [4, 63, 63, 66]. The ISA-heterogeneity is a colossal bar-
rier to agile migration of software at the edge: a (stateful)
service natively compiled for an ISA is unable to migrate to
a machine of a different ISA. The intuition behind this paper
is that enabling heterogeneous-ISA migration maximizes the
number of potentialmigration targets and increases the chances
of optimal placement for latency-sensitive services.
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With these prospects, computing resources at an edge node
are rather constrained compared to the abundance in the
cloud. Furthermore, similarly to the cloud, the edge is also
multi-tenant. Therefore, when deploying services at the edge,
a formof virtualization is necessary.However, in such context
a lightweight virtualization technology is more compelling
than traditional Virtual Machines (VM) [35]. Containers are
a form of lightweight OS-level virtualization, offering near-
native performance [12], fast invocation latencies and low
memory footprints. Because of these characteristics, they are
increasingly popular at the edge [21, 36, 57, 81, 93].
Containers can migrate at runtime across homogeneous
nodes in production environments [28], but not on hetero-
geneous-ISA ones – a requirement of the edge. In fact, run-
time cross-ISA migration has been studied [6, 15, 20, 23, 32,
34, 48, 64, 86] for OS-level processes [6], unikernel virtual
machines [64], or Java applications [32]. Unfortunately, these
works suffer from fundamental flaws making them unlikely
to be used in production. First, they require access to the ap-
plication’s sources which is not acceptable inmany scenarios,
e.g., when using proprietary software. Second, they rely on
complex and experimental systems software demanding the
install of either a custom kernel [6], hypervisor [64], or lan-
guage VM [32]. These are only compatible with a handful of
machines and unlikely provide stability and security. Third,
they implement application’s state transfer techniques that
may not handle all application’s residual dependencies [16]
such as socket descriptors – thus, they may not support appli-
cations such as servers. Finally, dynamically linked binaries,
more widespread than static ones [84], are not supported.
H-Container. This paper focuses onmaximizing the perfor-
mance of latency-sensitive stateful services at the edge by
proposingH-Container, aneasily-deployable systemenabling
the migration of containers between machines of different
ISAs to enhance the flexibility of edge applications. Focus-
ing on the popular x86-64 and arm64 ISAs, we enhance the
Linux’s Checkpoint Restart In User space (CRIU) tool, used as
the underlying mechanism behind Docker containers’ migra-
tion technology, with cross-ISA transformation mechanisms.
We integrate H-Container into Docker, allowing the migra-
tion of containers between hosts of different ISAs. In addition
to being the standard tool container migration is built upon,
CRIU is the de facto software used to capture a process state
and in particular the kernel part of that state. This includes
among other things socket descriptors and network stack
state, enabling support for server applications. Finally, H-
Container support migrating across ISAs applications that
were originally dynamically compiled.
Contrary to existing work on heterogeneous-ISA migra-
tion, H-Container is easily deployable: it leverages Interme-
diate Representation (IR) lifting tools [25] to instrument an
applicationwith the requiredmetadata allowing cross-ISAmi-
gration, thuswedonot require access to the edgeapplication’s
source code. The modifications to stock CRIU are minimal
and most of the migration processing is realized by exter-
nal user-space tools we developed. We successfully tested
H-Container on numerous machines including x86-64 and
arm64 servers, embedded systems, and AWS EC2 instances.
We evaluate and demonstrate the benefits of H-Container.
For example we show that in latency-sensitive scenarios, mi-
grating a RedisEdge instance between edge nodes of different
ISAs can yield a 23% to 94% throughput increase compared
to scenarios where migration is not possible due to the ISA
difference. The paper makes the following contributions:
• The design of H-Container, a highly compatible, easily de-
ployable, and largely Linux compliant system for container
migration between heterogeneous-ISAs computer nodes. It
introduces a new deployment model featuring cloud soft-
ware repositories storing IR binaries (vs. native);
• The implementation of H-Container on top of the CRIU
checkpointing tool and IR lifting software to instrument an
applications for cross-ISAmigration without source code;
• The overhead and performance evaluation of H-Container.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our
motivations, and Section 3 lays out background information
about software migration and executable binary transfor-
mation. We state our systemmodel in Section 4. The design
principlesofH-Containerarepresented inSection5, the imple-
mentation in Section 6. We evaluate H-Container in Section 7
and present related works in Section 8. Section 9 concludes.
2 Motivation
Edge data centers distinguish from cloud ones for the re-
marked heterogeneity in terms of computing hardware, re-
sources, form factors, processor classes and ISAs [31, 41, 51,
85]. If home routers are ARM-based, enterprise ones are x86-
powered.While even ifmicro/nanoclusters [22, 87]aremostly
equipped with x86 servers, ARM servers for the edge are
emerging [38, 49, 52] – ARM pico clusters exist already [67].
Such heterogeneity makes that in many scenarios, for a given
application, the closest node to the end-user (say, an ARM
home router) has a different ISA from the machine the ap-
plication currently runs on (e.g., an x86-64 server). Sticking
to the same ISA for the target machine is thus sub-optimal
towards the objective of reducing latency.
Why bringing services as-close-as-possible to the end-user?
We demonstrate that even small changes in latency can crit-
ically impact the performance of applications using edge ser-
vices. We use the Redis server, a prime example of edge appli-
cation [70], serving small key/value pairs (a few bytes) as an
example of latency-sensitive application. We ran this server
on two machines representing edge nodes, an Intel x86-64
2.5GHz Atom C2758 microserver and a librecomputer LeP-
otato arm64 1.5GHz single board computer. A third machine,
the edge client, is connected to both edge nodes on the same
LAN. The base latency between the client and the edge nodes
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persistence vs CRIU.
is less than 500µs on such a setup.We use Linux’s Traffic Con-
trol, tc, to artificially increase the network latency of the NIC
on each edge node by an additional delay from 1 up to 10 ms.
Such numbers correspond to the typical latencies expected
at the edge [14]. The edge client runs the Redis benchmark.
Results are presented in Figure 1, showingGET throughput
as a function of the artificial delay added to the latency, for
both machines. Clearly, even a slight increase in latency can
significantly bring the performance down. For example,when
theAtomgoes from 1ms to 2ms latency it lossesmore thanone
third of the throughput. Moreover, the experiment becomes
very soon bounded by the latency and the difference in perfor-
mance between the x86-64 microserver (2.5 GHz) and arm64
board (1.5 GHz) is less than 10% starting at 4ms and above.
Thus, in latency-sensitive scenarios, when the application
does not require a significant computing power, it isworthmi-
grating it to low-specs platforms, such as a home router [59].
At the same time, latency-sensitive server applications
on the edge migrate between edge nodes to follow an end-
user [30, 35, 57, 61, 85].Thus, it is fundamental tomaximize the
number of edge nodes target of migration so that a server can
be as close as possible to the end-user – thus, the performance
can be maximized. Unfortunately, when dealing with (state-
ful) natively-compiled applications edge’s ISA heterogeneity
reduces the number of edge nodes targets for migration; thus,
making heterogeneous-ISAmigration an appealing feature.
Generic migration vs. ad-hoc state transfer. Applications
running at the edge are amix of stateless and stateful one. The
former, which include data filtering, triggering, etc. can sim-
ply be stopped on one node and restarted on another one, thus
migration is not strictly needed. However, stopping a stateful
service means losing all its data if it doesn’t implement persis-
tency. Only a few services do, because supporting this feature
require a non-negligible, application-specific, effort. Thus, an
application-agnostic migration mechanism is preferable. Ad-
ditionally, we observed that generic migration, especially live
migration, can be superior to ad-hoc persistency implementa-
tion. Figure 2 compares memory-to/from-disk persistence for
Redis vs. CRIU without compression, for different DB sizes.
CRIU is up to 25 times faster, andwhen enabling compression
CRIU is still faster – this is because of its trivial serialization.
To conclude,migration canbe faster thanad-hoc state transfer
mechanisms, in addition to being more generic and having
shorter downtimes.
3 Background
3.1 SoftwareMigration During Execution
The need to migrate software in execution between different
computers dates back to the first multi-computer network.
Softwarehas beenmigrated at the granularity of threads [6, 8],
processes [6, 8, 44], groups of processes [65], or entire oper-
ating systems (OS) [16]. Independently of the granularity, the
main idea beyond migration is that the entire state of the
software is moved between computers.
Migrating an OS with its running applications is a well
known technology. It relies on a virtual model of the hard-
ware, theVirtualMachine (VM), and transfer its state between
computers. Among other components, it includes the content
of the VM’s physical RAM that incorporates the OS and ap-
plications state. On the other hand, process-level migration
identifies and transfers only the state related to a specific pro-
gram. It includes its address space, CPU registers, and part of
the OS state related to the process – e.g., open file descriptors.
Container migration applies process-level migration to the
group of processes populating a container [28].
Migration mechanisms include checkpoint/restore [28], in
which a full dump of the software state is created and then
restored, and live migration [16], in which a minimal state
dump is created, moved to the target machine, and imme-
diately restored. The rest of the state is either proactively
transferred before theminimal dump [53] (pre-copy) or trans-
ferred on-demand after the restore phase [40] (post-copy).
Homogeneous-ISAMigration. In systems built with ma-
chines with processors of the same ISA, both VM and pro-
cesses/containers migration have been implemented. VM
migration is a well-mastered technology, currently imple-
mented by multiple commercial and open-source solutions.
Although process migration has been studied for a long time,
it was never fully deployed at scale in production due to the
difficulty of managing residual dependencies [16] – i.e., the
part of the OS kernel state related to the process in question.
In recent years, due to the success of containers, process mi-
gration re-gained popularity. In Linux, it is implemented by
the Checkpoint Restore In User-space (CRIU) tool [28].
Figure 3 illustrates the steps involved in CRIU process mi-
gration. Checkpoint produces a bunch of image files that are
transferred to the destination machine and used by restore. In
order toproduce suchfiles,CRIUhasfirst to stop theprocess in
a consistent state. It does so byusing the compel library,which
“infects" the target process with external code that snapshots
its resources. CRIU comes as a single binary application, criu,
which can be used to checkpoint – dump the state, and to re-
store – reload the state dump. Moreover, CRIU includes tools
tomanipulate the state dump, includingcrit. Finally, because
CRIU is a user-space tool that just checkpoints and restores
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an application, a framework to coordinate applications de-
ployment and migration among computers is usually needed.
In many cases today, Docker [9] is adopted for this purpose.
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Figure 3.Homogeneous-ISA container migration process.
Heterogeneous-ISA Migration. In the 80/90’s, multiple
projects studied the migration of applications in a network
of heterogeneous machines [3, 44, 78]. Such works used to
convert the entire migrated state of the application, including
data, from one ISA format to another, thus involving large
overheads. Recent works, such as HSA [72], Venkat et al. [86],
or Popcorn Linux [6], improved over the state-of-the-art by
setting a common data format, therefore reducing the amount
of state that has to be converted. BecauseHSA focuses on plat-
formswithCPUand acceleratorswewill not discuss it further.
Both Popcorn Linux and the work from Venkat et al. pro-
pose the idea of uniform address space layout and common
data format among general-purpose CPUs of different ISAs.
This implies that the ISAs considered support the same prim-
itive data types’ sizes and alignment constraints, and eventu-
ally endianess. Moreover, to preserve the validity of pointers
across migration, every function, variable, or other program
symbol, should be at the same virtual address for each ISA.
Because the same machine code cannot execute on proces-
sors of different ISAs, every program function or procedure
is compiled into the machine code of every ISA. The same
function/procedure compiled for different ISAs lives at the
same virtual address, therefore there is a .text section per
ISA and those are overlapping in the virtual address space.
Because of the uniform address space layout and data format,
migrating a thread or process between ISAs becomes nearly
as easy as migrating a thread among different CPUs on a SMP
machine – where there is no state transformation.
Because CPUs of different ISAs have different register sets,
state transformation cannot be completely avoided. Thus, pre-
vious works convert the registers state between architectures.
Popcorn Linux achieves this in kernel space [6]. Moreover,
migrating between CPUs of different ISAs may only happen
at so called migration points. Migration points are machine
instructions at which it is valid to migrate between different
ISAs: the architecture-specific state (e.g., registers) can be
transformed between ISAs because a transformation function
exists. Finally, other than the registers state, Popcorn Linux
keeps each thread’s stack in the ISA’s native format, which
is architecture dependent. Uponmigration the stack’s state
is converted in addition to the registers’ one. The code to
convert the stack is injected by the Popcorn Linux compiler.
3.2 Static Executable Binary Transformation
Earlier works on static executable binary transformation (or
transpilers) between ISAs date back to the 90’s. Latest works
on static binary analysis in the security community, together
with innovations in compilers [47] rejuvenate the topic. In this
paper, executable binaries are programs running atop an OS.
The first step in executable binary transformation is the
decompilation. Decompilation takes the executable binary
and outputs its assembly code – this is far from being triv-
ial [79, 89] because code and data can be intermixed. After the
code has been decompiled, assuming the new executable bi-
narywill runon the sameOSas theoriginal one, it is necessary
to map equivalent machine code instructions, or blocks of
them, between the two ISAs. The two ISAsmay have different
register sets or instructions for which there is no equivalence.
For those, softwarehelper functionshave tobeprovided.With
all these in place a new executable binary can be produced.
Among others, McSema/Remill [25] (simply, McSema) is a
recent software framework for binary analysis and transfor-
mation. This tool advances the state-of-the-art by decompil-
ing the executable binary into its native assembly language,
and then “lifting” the assembly language into LLVM IR,which
is more feature rich and allows for reasoning about what the
program is actually doing (cf. symbolic execution [13]).When
the application is translated into LLVM IR, by virtue of the
fact that LLVM is a cross compiler, the application can be
transpiled into any ISA supported by LLVM.
4 SystemModel
We consider a cloud and edge reference system model as
depicted in Figure 4. A team of developers implement a client-
server application. The server part of the application is de-
ployedon thecloudor edge,while the clientpart is installedon
user’s (mobile) computing device(s). The client-server appli-
cationmay execute onmultiple servers, but at least one server
should run as close as possible to the client part of the appli-
cation, i.e., on the edge. In this paper we focus on applications
featuring only a server running on the edge – not on the cloud.
The model includes a cloud repository of applications re-
siding in a cloud data center (e.g., Docker Hub), and the edge
built by multiple edge segments, each maintaining a local ap-
plications repository (e.g., Docker cache). This paper focuses
on a single edge segment. We assume that the server part
of the application is deployed as a container and it is stored
in the cloud repository. We also assume that when a client
appears on the edge, the server application is copied into an
edge-local repository; a software manager (e.g., Docker [9])
and an orchestrator (e.g., Kubernetes [39], OpenShift [76])
administer the edge-local repository and are responsible of
the deployment of the server on each different edge node.
Client applications may be shipped from the developers to
the users in any form, e.g., downloaded from a website, or a
marketplace, this is out of the scope of this paper.
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5 Design Principles and Architecture
Design Principles. To fulfill the pressing demands for flex-
ibility and agility at the edge, this work is based on the fol-
lowing design principles: 1) enabling application software
to transparently execute and migrate across edge nodes of
heterogeneous ISAs; 2) offering a high-degree of portability
between edgemachines, and genericity in terms of supported
software; 3) being easy to deploy, maintain, and manage; 4)
being of minimal performance overhead.
Therefore, we designed the H-Container architecture that:
a) is fully implemented in user-space to maximize portabil-
ity, ease of maintenance and management, and avoids rely-
ing on specific kernel versions or patches; b) targets operat-
ing system-level virtualization – i.e., containers, jails, zones,
which is acclaimed to be more lightweight than virtual ma-
chines, hence with minimal overhead; c) does not require
access to the application’s source code – binaries are automat-
ically re-purposed for migration among ISA different nodes
when moved to each edge segment, thus generic and easy to
deploy; d) minimizes application’s state transformationwhen
runtime migrate between different ISA processors in order
to provide a quick and efficient migration mechanism.
Architecture. The proposed architecture builds atop the
systemmodel presented above and enables (server-like) appli-
cations migration across heterogeneous ISA processor nodes
on the edge. Specifically, our architecture enables the follow-
ing deployment scenario, with reference to Figure 4:
1. developers initially upload their edge applications on a
cloud repository A , which stores them in LLVM IR. Devel-
opers may upload executable binaries natively compiled or
in LLVM IR. Native binaries are transformed into IR;
2. when the application has to be deployed, the local-edge
segment repository pulls the IRs from the repository B and
compiles themintonativeexecutablebinariesable tomigrate
across all edge nodes of diverse ISAs in its edge segment;
3. once a server application is running on one node of an
edge segment C and the user is moving towards another
node of the same segment, the server application, running
in a container, is frozen, dumped for migration (based on
checkpoint/restart or live migration), and its state sent to
the node that is closer to the user D ;
4. when the server application state is received on the des-
tination node, it is eventually converted to the ISA of the
receivingmachine, if not converted before, and the container
is restored to continue execution.
The architecture supports both checkpoint/restore-migration
and live-migration, it is the edge segment orchestrator that
decides what migration, when and where to migrate.
H-Container introduces two key techniques to implement
such architecture: automatic executable binary transformation
into an executable binary that can migrate among different ISA
processors at runtime, and container migration across diverse
ISA processors in user-space.
5.1 Automatic Executable Binary Transformation
Previous approaches to software migration among heteroge-
neous ISA CPUs require the source code and the knowledge
of what CPU ISAs it will run on. Knowing what ISAs exist
on a single computer is trivial, but it may become a problem
on the edge, which is not under the control of the developer.
Although today it is feasible to compile an application for
all existent ISAs, because the number of ISAs is limited, the
fact that open-source processors with customizable-ISA are
having enormous success [90] questions such solution. More-
over, this is not practical for legacy applications for which
the source code may not exist anymore, or the investment to
recompile with modern toolchains and libraries is too high.
Finally, compiling from sources is not always an easy pro-
cess, as it requires the usage of a specific toolchain and the
availability of all libraries of the right version, etc.
Our architecture (Figure 4) stores applications in ISAagnos-
tic form, LLVM IR, but does not force application developers
to compile applications in LLVM IR. Therefore, we provide
the possibility to upload a natively compiled binary, and H-
Container will transform it into LLVM IR. This is depicted
in Figure 5.a. Note that LLVM IR is also a good compromise
because it doesn’t require a company to expose its own code,
which is intellectual property, to cloud/edge providers.
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Figure 5. a) High-level design of the H-Container automatic
executable transformation infrastructure; b) breakdown of
the decompiler and compiler blocks.
Transforming the code from native to LLVM IR (Decom-
piler) is the first step of our automatic executable binary trans-
formation. The second step in Figure 5.a is to compile (Com-
piler) the code from LLVM IR into a set of different native exe-
cutable binaries for different ISA processors. For a single pro-
gram, all executable binaries comply to aunique address space
layout, thread local storage, same data format, padding, etc.
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Only the stack layout is different. Additionally, the compiler
automatically insertsmigrationpoints at functionboundaries,
and potentially outlines part of large functions to add more
migration points. This is very similar to Popcorn Linux [6]:
the entire address space has the same layout onmultiple ISAs,
all code sections of ISA A are overlayed with the ones from
ISA B and code are functionally equivalent (produce the same
output with the same input); because all symbols are at the
same address (independently if functions or variables), and
have the same size and padding executing code from ISAA or
ISA B produces the same result. However, because the stack
format is kept different for performance, it has to be rewrit-
ten at runtime. H-Container user-space runtime rewrites the
stack right after a migration request. This rewriting process
leverages metadata that were inserted by the compiler within
custom ELF sections of the binary. These metadata help to
produce a mapping of the stack state between ISAs of the live
values residing on the stack at each migration point.
5.2 HeterogeneousMigration of Containers
The heterogeneous migration of containers is designed to
capitalize on current containermigration infrastructure avail-
able in modern OSes, to avoid building just another research
toy. Applications running in a container to bemigrated across
heterogeneous ISA nodes have to bemigratable, i.e., compiled
as explained in the previous Section.
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Figure 6. The main steps in container migration, and their
outputs. Origin machine is of blue ISA, while destination is
yellow. Green boxes are added by H-Container.
All steps required by heterogeneous container migration
are depicted in Figure 6. The first step in heterogeneous con-
tainermigration is to “Notify” anyapplication in the container
that it has to stop – this is alike classic container migration on
homogeneous CPUs. However, heterogeneous-ISAmigration
requires that each thread of every application stops at a valid
migration point, while migration among homogeneous CPUs
can happen at any point (cf. Section 3).
When all threads of every application reach a valid migra-
tion point, they are frozen, and H-Container takes a check-
point of the container state–possiblyusingexistent tools. The
entire container state is dumped into “ImageFiles”.Differently
frommigration among homogeneous CPUs, heterogeneous
migration requires the Image Files to be transformed from
the origin ISA to the destination ISA. In the “Transform” step
H-Container rewrites each application dump so that the des-
tination machine thinks that the machine that was executing
the code before is of the exact same ISA. To minimize the
overhead of “Transform", this work implements a single ad-
dress space layout, however each thread’s stack is kept in
the machine native format. Hence, “Transform” also requires
rewriting each thread’s stack in the application dump.
“Transform” produces a new version of the “Image Files”.
This version is sent to the destination machine (“Transfer”
step) which after reception can use existent tools to restore
the “Image Files” and continue execution of the container. It
is worth noting that the transform step doesn’t have to be
executed on the origin machine (Figure 6 A ), in fact it may
runon the destinationmachine aswell (Figure 6 B ),wherever
the transformation step runs faster. In fact, on the edgewhere
to transform the state can be decided dynamically, based on
each node’s transformation performance.
These mechanisms can be leveraged by a heterogeneous
orchestration framework. The amount of resources on nodes,
locating the best target for migration, SLA vs. pure speed
tradeoffs, would be managed by such orchestration frame-
work. Developing orchestration policies is out of the scope
of this paper, and many related works exist (see Section 8).
6 Implementation
Our implementation of H-Container targets Linux in order to
foster adoption and benefit from the large software ecosystem
built around it, which includes support for containers. More-
over, Linux has been ported to numerous ISA CPUs, which
certainly include processors that will be deployed on the edge.
In Linux, containers are based on namespaces [45] and
control groups (cgroups) [11]. Hence, this work extends the
CRIU project tomigrate an application between computers of
diverse ISA. H-Container does not need any modification of
the OS kernel. Because we target a distributed environment
in which automatic deployment is fundamental, we exploit
Docker for deployment and orchestrate migration.
The proposed automatic executable binary transformation
infrastructure is based on the McSema project to convert a
natively compiled executable binary to LLVM IR. We also
leverage components from the open-source Popcorn Linux
compiler infrastructure to compile the LLVM IR into multiple
binaries ready for cross-ISAmigration, one for each processor
ISA the application will run on.
6.1 Executable Transformation Infrastructure
As depicted in Figure 5.a H-Container is built by two main
components: a decompiler and a compiler. Their internals are
illustrated in Figure 5.b, we describe implementation details
below. These components counts ∼750 LoC for the Decom-
piler part, mostly bash and Python, and ∼890 LoC of modifi-
cations on the Popcorn Linux compiler framework, including
libraries. Because H-Container builds uponMcSema and Pop-
corn Linux compiler, it mainly supports x86-64 and arm64 –
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we plan to remove such limitation in the near future.
Decompiler. H-Container exploitsMcSema for binarydisas-
sembling and lifting. In order to transformanatively compiled
executable binary into LLVM IR, McSema first disassembles
the code by using IDA Pro and then it lifts the obtained na-
tive assembly code into LLVM IR. The produced LLVM IR
can be directly recompiled into a dynamically linked binary
for x86-64 and arm64 if the original executable binary was
dynamically linked. It is worth noting that there are multiple
decompilers publicly available other thanMcSema, including
Ghidra [33], RetDec [46], rev.ng [24]. At the time of writing,
McSema is the only one that outputs LLVM IR that can be
recompiled into fully-functional x86-64 and arm64 binaries.
The third block in the decompiler is the fixer. The fixer was
developed to modify the LLVM IR generated byMcSema to
address at least two issues. The first is that the current Pop-
corn compiler requires applications to be statically linked –
more about this below. Thus, we decided to decompile dy-
namically linked binaries and recompile them as statically
linked binaries. A dynamically linked binary includes data
structures that enable library functions and symbols to be
loaded at runtime, including Global Offset Table (GOT) and
Procedure Linkage Table (PLT). The fixer substitutes calls to
the GOT and PLT with calls to external symbols (in statically
linked libraries) in the lifted LLVM IR. Because the format of
such tables are compiler/linker dependentweprovide support
for clang, GCC, Glibc, and musl. Using this technique, we ef-
fectively enabled cross-ISAmigration in programs that were
originally dynamically linked. In fact, none of the available
cross-ISA migration systems [6, 64] supports dynamically
linked binaries even though dynamic ones are more wide-
spread compared to static – 99%of the ELF executable binaries
in a modern Linux distribution are dynamically linked [84].
The secondproblem is about replicated symbols.TheLLVM
IR produced byMcSema reflects all assembly code included in
the executable binary, which comprises other than the code
of the program also library code to start the program and
terminate it. This corresponds for example to the initializa-
tion routines that are called before main(), e.g., _start(),
_start_c(), etc. Prior to recompilation, such routines, and
relative global variables, have to be removed because the
linker automatically re-adds them. The fixer takes care of this.
Compiler. H-Container doesn’t re-invent thewheel but cap-
italizes and extends the Popcorn Linux’s compiler framework
to produce multiple binaries with the same address space
layout, overlapping text sections, transformable stack frames,
and migration points. The key innovation in H-Container
is the possibility to create such multi-ISA binaries directly
from the LLVM IR. Hence, the H-Container compiler takes
the LLVM IR as input, and in a first stage it automatically
addsmigration points. For somemultithreaded programs, the
automatic insertion of migration points may induce a pro-
gram in deadlock when a thread reaches a migration point
while holding a lock while prevent another thread from ever
reaching a migration point because the latter thread waits
on the lock. Thus, we introduced the possibility to manually
add migration points anywhere in the code (a simple call to
a library functions) to avoid such scenarios.
In a second stage the compiler compiles and links the LLVM
IR into executable binaries for multiple ISAs, a list of the sym-
bols per binary is produced by the compiler, and the “Aligner”
tool creates custom linker scripts to enforce the linker to align
global symbols (function, global variables) at the same ad-
dress amongst ISAs. This tool was entirely rewritten in the
context of this work and is able to align symbols among any
number of ISAs – the original Popcorn Linux’s toolchain was
limited to two ISAs. In a final stage the LLVM IR is compiled
and linked again by using the produced linker scripts.
Additionally, H-Container reimplements the original mi-
gration library of Popcorn Linux in order to react to the notify
tool discussed above. Finally, Popcorn’s musl Libc was ex-
tended to let the C library loading code, which runs before
main(), to enforce the same virtual address space aperture
on every architecture. (Before enforced by the OS.)
6.2 HeterogeneousMigration
H-Container introduces Heterogeneous Checkpoint Restart
In User-space (HetCRIU). HetCRIU extends CRIU in order
to support the design in Figure 6, where the orange boxes
are implemented by CRIU while the green ones are added by
HetCRIU (Notify and Transform). With such modifications,
migration of a process works as follows: 1) a notification is
sent to the process that it has to stop; 2) every thread of the
process stops at a migration point, after executing stack and
registers transformation; 3) CRIU takes a snapshot of the pro-
cessandwrites thefiles to storage; 4) theextendedCRIU Image
Tool (crit) converts the dump files between architectures; 5)
the snapshot files are transferred between machines; 6) the
process is restored by CRIU and it continues execution from
the migration point. The same procedure applies also when
a container is composed by multiple processes. Operations
1) and 2) are implemented by the Notify step, while 4) by the
Transform step. We provide an additional implementation of
HetCRIU in which the functionality of 4) is integrated in 3),
therefore there is no call to the externalcrit tool,we call such
version all-in-one. The version with crit accounts for ∼1820
LoC, while the all-in-one requires additional ∼1200 LoC.
Notify Step. The “Notify” step (cf. Figure 6) is implemented
as an additional CRIU tool called popcorn-notify (or notify).
Popcorn-notify doesn’t infect the process as CRIU’s compel
does, because the process’s binary is already compiled with
migration points in place. Instead, it signals to the process
that it has to freeze at the nearest migration point by writing
a global variable in the process address space using ptrace.
Right after a thread of a process receives the notification,
it traps into the closest migration point, it executes stack and
register transformation, and freezes. This slightly changes our
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design in Figure 6 because part of the transformation happens
before the “Transform” block itself. However, this choice re-
duced themodifications to the Popcorn Linux compiler frame-
work, thus facilitating a future upgrade to a newer version.
Note that the cost of “Notify" is dominated by the process
freezing time; hence, implementing it as an external tool adds
no overheads. Therefore, the CRIU’s “Checkpoint” step was
not modified at all – thus, reducing patches to the original
source code which may have a long road to be accepted.
Transform Step. We implemented the “Transform” step (cf.
Figure 6) as an extension of crit by adding the recode op-
tion. This enables “Transform” to be called either on the origin
or destination machine. recode opens multiple dump files,
including pages, pagemap, and core; and converts these be-
tween architectures. Conversion includes the remapping of
arithmetic, floating point and miscellaneous registers con-
tent between architectures, the adjustment of VDSO, vvar,
and vsyscall areas, the fixing of the architecture name and
executable name, etc. Additionally to those, container related
modifications are required. These includes the updates of all
per-session limits (i.e., what is controllable with ulimit), and
the modifications to the thread to CPUs mappings.
Unfortunately, crit is characterized by a large overhead
due to Python initialization and file copies (see Section 7).
Hence, we implemented another version of HetCRIU that
integrates anything done in crit recode into themain CRIU
binary itself, called all-in-one.
IntegrationandDocker. HetCRIUintroduces thecriu-het
executable that extends criu with new command options.
criu-het invokes popcorn-notify first, then CRIU, and
eventuallycrit recode–dependingon theversionof “Trans-
form".HetCRIUfullysupportsCRIU’spre-dumplive-migration
by calling popcorn-notify only on the last checkpoint. Ad-
ditionally, the all-in-one version supports CRIU’s page server.
HetCRIUcomeswithanentire suiteofextensions forDocker,
which enables Docker container deployment and migration.
7 Evaluation
7.1 Experimental Setup
H-Container has been tested on a variety of ARM 64bit and
x86 64bit computers in order to assess its deployability, from
embedded platforms to servers, including AmazonWeb Ser-
vices instances [2].We report the key results on an handful of
platforms1whose hardware and software are described below.
Hardware. Other than the system described Section 2, com-
posed by two embedded-class computers, in this section we
will present results on twoother systems.One is a setupwith a
workstationandanembeddedboard.Theworkstationmounts
a single Xeon E5-2620 v4 at 2.1GHz, 8 dual-threaded cores,
16GB of RAM, and dual 1GbE connections. The embedded
board (FireFly) mounts a Rockchip RK3308with 4 Cortex-A53
cores at 1.3GHz, 4GB of RAM, and single 100MbE connection.
1Additional results are available online [88].
The other system consists of two server grade machines: the
first being a dual AMD EPYC 7451 at 2.3GHz, for a total of
48 cores and 96 threads, 256GB of RAM, dual 1GbE and dual
40GbE; the second being a dual CaviumThunderX1 at 2.0GHz,
for a total of 96 cores, with 256MB or RAM, single 1GbE (over
USB3.0) andquad40GbE.Webelieve these threeoptions cover
all the spectrum of machines that can be found at the edge.
Software. DespiteH-Container is Linuxversionneutral, just
requiring that thekernel supportCRIU,weusedLinuxUbuntu
Xenial (16.04.5 and 16.04.6) on all ARMand x86machines. The
Cavium ThunderX1 and the AMD EPYC run Linux kernel
4.15.0-45-generic; while the Rockchip RK3308 and the Intel
E5 run Linux kernel 4.4.178. H-Container is built on CRIU
version 3.11, and extends Docker version 18.09.06. Finally, we
extended the Popcorn’s runtime git commit fd578a9.
H-Container compiler’s framework has been developed us-
ing McSema/Remill (git commit 101940f and c0c0847, respec-
tively) that requires IDA Pro 7.2. Popcorn’s compiler version
commit fd578a9, which forced us to use LLVM/clang 3.7.1.
Applications’ suites we used to characterize H-Container
are discussed in each of the following sections.
7.2 Overheads Evaluation
We characterized H-Container costs on a set of benchmarks
collected from different projects. Based on previous works [1,
36, 43, 55, 56, 58, 81, 93]webelieve suchsetofbenchmarkswell
represents compute/memory workloads that can be found at
the edge. The focus on compute/memory workloads is mo-
tivated by the necessity of spotting compiler/runtime over-
heads, not OS ones. Specifically, we used NAS Parallel Bench-
marks [5] (NPB), Map-Reduce’s applications for shared mem-
ory from Phoenix [69], Linpack [26], and Dhrystone [92]. We
run theNPBbenchmarks, is, ep, ft, cg, and bt, for different data
sizes (class S, A, B, C). We run Phoenix benchmarks mm, pca,
and kmeans, with different data input sizes. In the following
we first present the decompiler-compiler tool overheads and
then the overheads introduced by our implementation(s) of
HetCRIU. Values are averages of 10 samples.
Decompiler-compilerOverheads. Allexperimentsherein
runon theCaviumThunderX1andAMDEPYC.Wefirst inves-
tigate howmuch does the decompilation and recompilation
processes cost. Hence, we run a set of experiments on both
ARM and x86 in order to identify such overheads on different
benchmarks. Figure 7 illustrates the results forPhoenixmatrix
multiplication, for which we compiled such application with-
out optimization (-O0) andwithmax optimizations (-O3)with
gcc and clang (top graph and bottom graph), we decompiled
it with the McSema-based decompiler and we recompiled it
back with the extended Popcorn compiler, by using different
optimization levels (-O0, -O1, -O2, -O3). Graphs show the exe-
cution time of the newly produced binaries over the execution
time of the original binaries, a value higher than one means
that the new binary is slower, while lower than one means
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Figure 8. Execution time ratio of a transformed executable
versus the original one for npb-is and Linpack, varying the
optimization level when recompiling after decompilation.
Left graph gcc, right clang.
the new binary is faster. From the graph it is clear that inde-
pendently of the way the original binary is created, if the new
binary is produced with maximum optimization it can be as
faster as the original one, up to 6% slower, and up to 9% faster.
We then repeated the same experiment for all other micro-
benchmarks, and some of the results are reported in Figure 8.
These results confirmwhat we learn for Phoenix matrix mul-
tiplication: the decompiler-compiler tool produces executable
binaries that are as fast as the original, in this case up to 20%
faster than theoriginal, andup to 9% slower.With andwithout
migration points the observed results are the same.
Finally, we repeated all such experiments on x86 as well as
on ARM and compared to the overhead of using emulation
(QEMU 2.5) instead of H-Container– in order to highlight the
benefits of the proposed architecture that employs natively-
compiled binaries for both ISAs versus using one binary and
emulate the others. The results are reported in Figure 9.Gener-
ally, ARM execution has higher overheads than x86. However,
and more importantly, emulation is always slower than H-
Container static binary transformation, from 2.2x than native
to up to 18.9 times than native – while H-Container is up
to 70.7% faster than native, thanks to McSema and LLVM’s
optimizations. Note that the same experiments have been per-
formed for statically and dynamically compiled binaries, and
the results (averages) are similar (around 1% of difference).
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Figure 10. Popcorn notify cost on ARM (Rockchip RK3308,
Cavium ThunderX1) and x86 (Intel Xeon E5, AMD EPYC) for
different benchmarks.
Summary. The decompiler-compiler either adds trivial
overheads (up to 9%) or makes the executable faster (up to
70.7%).Therefore,H-Container isbetter thanemulation,which
may slow down execution up to 18.9 times.
HetCRIU Overheads. As edge workloads are likely to be
latency-sensitive,migrationsmustbeas fastaspossible.There-
fore, below we analyze the overheads introduced by Het-
CRIU. Specifically, we characterize the overhead of notify-
ing (popcorn-notify), and transforming the state (all-in-one,
or crit). We use the same set of benchmarks because they
are more keen in highlighting latencies than IO bound ones.
We present the results for Cavium ThunderX1, AMD EPYC,
Rockchip RK3308, and Intel Xeon E5.
A first set of experiments analyzes the cost of popcorn-
notify, i.e., the time required to stop the Popcorn binary and
transform its stack for the destination architecture. Results
on ARM and on x86 platforms are depicted in Figure 10. Note
that the results are the same independently of the level of the
integration of the CRIU extracted state’s transformation (all-
in-one, crit). The graphs show that stopping the executable
mayrequirebetweentensandhundredsofmilliseconds.More-
over, this process is slower on the slowest platform (Rockchip
RK3308), but x86 machines are equally fast. As stack transfor-
mation exhibit the same overheads as reported in [6], the rea-
sons for these overheads are rooted in the compiler that keeps
migration points only at the existent function boundaries.We
believe that with better outlining, or with automatic place-
ment of additionalmigration points, the overhead of popcorn-
notify can be further reduced, also on the ARMmachines.
A second set of experiments breaks down the two imple-
mentations of CRIU’s exported state transformation, on the
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Figure 11. Checkpoints breakdown on Cavium ThunderX1
(A), AMD EPYC (B), Rockchip RK3308 (C), and Intel Xeon
E5 (D) for the all-in-one implementation of transform.
same set of 4 machines and the same set of benchmarks. Fig-
ure 11 reports the breakdown of the cost to do run a check-
point (dump) and converting it to the destination architecture
within the same program (CRIU). Most of these numbers are
already reported by stats file generated by CRIU, we added
"dump_transform" that accounts for transforming the state
from the origin to the destination architecture. Despite the
total dump time is mostly proportional to the total memory
to checkpoint (see "dump_memwrite"), what our code adds,
"dump_transform", is always lower than1%of the total dump–
for bothARMandx86.Thus, theHetCRIUall-in-oneoverhead
isnegligible. Pleasenote that the "dump_freezing" time,which
is the time to stop the application in vanilla CRIU, is always
lower than 0.1% because popcorn-notify stops the task(s).
When modifying CRIU is not an option, our crit recode
should be used. The overheads of checkpointingwith this tool
are reported in Figure 12. Differently from the previous one,
this option is way more expensive than using normal CRIU:
running crit recode requires from twice to 17.5 times ad-
ditional time (respectively for Phoenix matrix multiplication,
andLinpack). This is becausecrit recodeneeds to reload the
imagefilesaswell ascopying them(there isnocopywithall-in-
one). Another issue with this tool, is that because it is written
in python it has a fixed cost for loading all the imports and ter-
mination, this cost is summarized in the graphs in "crit_rest".
Summary. Stopping a Popcorn binary (notify) requires
between tens and hundreds of milliseconds. However, we
shown that by including the “Transform" step in CRIU it-
self (all-in-one), transformation time is negligible vs. CRIU
time. When patching CRIU is not possible – crit recode, an
additional overhead from 2x to 17.5x must be paid.
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7.3 Migration of Latency-Sensitive Services
We demonstrate the usefulness of H-Container in a scenario
where a latency-sensitive service migrates between edge
nodes to stay as close as possible to a mobile end user. We
experiment with multiple services, including Redis [70], Ng-
inx [71], a compression server (Gzip), and a game server [14].
We believe these services are representative of edge applica-
tions by virtue of previous works [1, 36, 43, 55, 56, 58, 81, 93].
Further, we show that H-Container handles server applica-
tions, something not supported by previous work [6, 64].
The proposed scenario is illustrated in Figure 13. We as-
sume that along the path of the end user (the client), two close
by edge nodes are present – the origin A and the destina-
tion B , and they have different ISA. The client C is mobile,
and moves further away from origin and closer to destination.
We arbitrarily define the length of the experiment, i.e., the
time for the client to go from one node to the other, to be 1000
seconds (c.a., 16 mins). The impact on latency of the physical
distance between the client and the server is represented by
having each node artificially increase the latency of its NIC
using tc from 0ms ( D ) when the client is close by, up to 10ms
( E ) when it is the farthest: every 100s , the latency of origin
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Figure 14. Redis GET throughput with and without migra-
tion (left), and migration with different payloads (right).
origin node is an Intel Atom, destination is the Potato board.
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Figure 15. Redis GET throughput with and without migra-
tion (left), and migration with different payloads (right).
origin node is an Intel E5, destination is the Rockchip RK3308.
is increased by 1ms and destination’s latency is decreased by
1ms . These latency values are on par with what expected at
the edge [14]. The client uses a different benchmark to sample
howmany operations it can run on the server it is currently
connected to. We used redis-benchmark for GET through-
put, apachebench for latency, to get the total compressed B/s,
and actions/s, respectively.
In fact, we experimented with three scenarios. In the first
two scenarios we assume that heterogeneous migration is
not possible, thus the server is stuck either on the origin or
destination nodes, both called “Nomigration". In the third sce-
nariowe enableH-Container, which allows servicemigration
from origin to destination F when the throughput (Redis),
latency (Nginx, Gzip), or operations (game server) fall under a
certain threshold. In such scenario the client is able to redirect
its traffic to the right node by the use of a local instance of
HAProxy [83] that uses health check rules to automatically
redirect requests to the node running the server.
Latency and Throughput. As already mentioned in Sec-
tion 2, even small variations in latency have huge impact
on performance. The left graphs in Figure 14 and 15 show
for a fixed payload size, Redis’ GET throughput for the Intel
Atom plus Potato board, and for the Intel E5 plus Rockchip
RK3308. The Intels are connected via 1GbE while the others
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Figure 16. Gzip server latency for 3kB packets for Intel
E5 plus Rockchip RK3308 (left), and AMD plus Cavium
ThunderX1 (right).
via 100MbE.
In scenarios where migration is not possible, the server is
stuck on one node and the throughput either gradually de-
creases or gradually increases while the client gets further or
closer to the node in question: in these scenarios, about one
half of the experiment execution is spent under one fourth of
the maximum achievable throughput (40 000 req/s).
With H-Container, the server can migrate between nodes
and follow the client. There is a slight drop in throughput in
the middle of the experiment – i.e., the downtime caused by
the migration itself. While this throughput decreases as the
client gets further away from origin, the migration enabled
by H-Container makes that performance starts to increase
again past the migration point as the client gets closer to
destination. We computed the average throughput over the
entire experiment for the three scenarios. For the Atom plus
Potato it is 15,497req/s when the server is always on origin
and 10,907req/s when it is always on destination. For the
samemachines using H-Container the average throughput
is 19,766req/s showing an improvement of 27.5% and 81.2%
vs. no migration scenarios. When using the E5 plus Rockchip,
without migration throughput averages are 19,751req/s and
12,029req/s , while H-Container achieves 24,393req/s , i.e., an
improvement of 23.4% and 94.5% respectively.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the other applications
andplatforms, Figure 16 shows the latencies of theGzip server.
VaryingRequestSize. ForRedis,wevaried thepayload size
from3Bto3kB.Theresultsareshownin therightgraphsofFig-
ure 14 and 15. For payloads up to 300 bytes the behavior is sim-
ilar because the experiment is bounded by latency. However,
performance starts to differ when the request size increases
to 3kB. On the origin node we observe a throughput decrease
of about 15% compared to smaller request sizes in the case
the latency is low (first 200 seconds) and the same happens
in the opposite direction. Another observation is that after
migration, the request throughput lowers on the destination
node. This is due to the network bandwidth capping the per-
formance. Indeed, both the Potato and Rockchip are equipped
with a 100MbE NIC as opposed to the Atom and E5 that use
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GbE. This asymmetry is not visible when bothmachines have
similar compute power (e.g., AMD plus Cavium ThunderX1).
That being said, even with low-cost and slow NICs, nodes
such as the Potato board are competitive in latency-sensitive
scenarios where the request size is relatively small, which is
a quite common case on the edge, e.g., game servers [29].
7.4 Limitations
H-Container strictly depends on its software components.
Thus, the current version of H-Container is also affected by
their limitations, which are mainly three. First and foremost,
McSema does not fully support FPU instructions, thus appli-
cations such as NPB FT cannot be transformed into a migrat-
able binary by our decompiler-compiler. Additionally, library
calls that pass arguments by reference (e.g., fstat) do not
work, thus we needed to patch the source code of the applica-
tions and libraries (up to ∼1900 LoC). Secondly, the Popcorn
Linux compiler framework cannot create migratable dynam-
ically linked binaries. Despite clearly a limitation, Slinky [17]
has demonstrated that statically linked binary can be treated
such as dynamically linked one, thus manageable via Docker.
Moreover, Popcorn cannot compile functions with variable
arguments, we needed to patch the sources (up to∼1100 LoC).
Third, Docker live-migration support is incomplete today.
8 RelatedWork
Migrating at the Edge. The topic of application migration
amongedgenodeshas been consideredbefore.K.Haet al. [36]
proposes VMhandoff, a set of techniques for efficient VM live
migration on the edge, while L. Ma et al. [55] looked at the
problemofmigration containerized application between edge
nodeswithDocker.A.Machenet al. [56, 58] introduceda three
layer framework to support virtual machine and container
migrations. None of such works considered that edge nodes
are intrinsically built with heterogeneous ISA CPUs – thus,
letting H-Container being the first in addressing the prob-
lem. De facto, H-Container is orthogonal to such works: any
optimization developed by previous work can be used by it.
Finally, several other papers considered migration as a
scheduling,mapping, andorchestrationproblem, including [1,
43, 81, 93]. H-Container doesn’t address these problems, but
it can exploit, or be leveraged by, such works.
RuntimeSoftwareMigration. Along listofpreviousworks
addressed the problem of how to migrate running software
between different machines. The majority of which has been
developed in the context of data centers where computers are
homogeneous. Amongst others, the most similar works to
H-Container are ZAP [65] and CRIU [28, 80], which imple-
ment checkpoint/restart of Linux processes among same ISA
processors.CRIUsupports livemigration, and it is theunderly-
ingmechanism enabling container migration via deployment
software such as Docker [18], LXC [19], etc. H-Container
extends CRIU and integrates with Docker to migrate a con-
tainer across heterogeneous ISA processors – additionally,
H-Container includes a binary executable transformation
infrastructure to support such migration.
In the past, different works have been published on the
topic of process migration among heterogeneous ISA proces-
sors [3, 44, 78]. Recently, Popcorn Linux [6, 7, 10, 54] proposes
a compiler and runtime toolset for cross-ISAmigration, recon-
sidering the same problem on emerging heterogeneous plat-
forms. More recently, HEXO [64] leverages the Popcorn com-
piler to migrate lightweight VMs (unikernels) between ma-
chines of different ISAs.H-Container differs from theseworks
by implementingmigration completely in user space, without
any dependence on a customOS kernel (Popcorn) or on a cus-
tomhypervisor (HEXO) – because such solutions are unlikely
to be easily deployable in production, H-Container is also
moreflexible as it requiresnoaccess to the application sources.
A unified address space among heterogeneous ISA proces-
sors has been also proposed byMutekH [60], which code was
not practically usable because targets an exokernel/libos, and
A. Venkat et al. [86], whose code is not publicly available.
9 Conclusion
Migrating server applications between edge nodes to main-
tainphysical proximity to amovingclient application running
on a mobile device has been demonstrated to guarantee min-
imal client-server latencies for edge computing scenarios on
homogeneous-ISA nodes. However, the edge is populated by
computers with CPUs of different ISA, which hinders server
migration to the closest node to the client – an application
compiled for an ISA cannot migrate to, nor run, on another.
This paper introduces H-Container, which enables con-
tainerized applications to migrate across heterogeneous-ISA
nodes. H-Container targets Linux and is composed of (1) a
LLVM-based decompiler-compiler transforming executable
binaries formultiple ISAexecution, aswell as a (2)CRIU-based
user-space checkpoint/restart framework to stop an applica-
tiononone ISAandresume itonanother.H-Container isbased
on a new deployment model where cloud software reposito-
ries store IR binaries. It also improves upon state-of-the-art
cross-ISA migration frameworks by being highly compatible,
easily deployable, and largely Linux compliant. Experiments
show that the executable binary transformation does not add
overheadonaverage, and that theoverhead forheterogeneous
migration is between 10ms and 100ms compared to stock
CRIU. Overall, we show that heterogeneous-ISAmigration
at the edge unlocks higher performance for latency-sensitive
applications, e.g., 94% better throughput on average on Redis.
H-Container is open-source and publicly available [88].
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